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Abstract:
Mathematics of life particle (LP) i.e. set theory, the axiom of union, and the law of lifetime was studied. The triangle and pentagon bi-model was proposed in the modeling and simulation of LP. The spontaneous origin and structure of LP were explained under set theory and mathematical axiom. Matrix theory was studied along with the calculation of cofactor and matrix determinant value of LP. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) - life energy and elements members of life particle were discussed such that axiomatic universal truth.
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1. Introduction:
Time moves not by pointers inside watch but same timescale moves out of watch in space. Seventh law of time is ‘Law of particle’. Mathematical definition of line is an infinite point P, in a series. \( L=\sum P \rightarrow \) in a series. Thus, line = sigma infinite points in a series. \( \Rightarrow \) Point \( \approx \) Particle.

Future \( \Psi_\infty \rightarrow \) present \( \Psi \) \( \rightarrow \) past \( \Psi_\infty = \Psi_\infty \). Time particle \( (x) \equiv \) energy particles \( (\rho) \) e.g. photon, thermon Higgs boson, positron, magnetron, cosmon and ‘Bion’ (life particle = \( \kappa \) ), here, \( \kappa = \) kappa: LP.

Femi-to second = \( 1 \times 10^{-15} \) S \( \rightarrow \) zeta second = \( 1 \times 10^{-21} \) S.

Greatest past time = era = 4 a-pouch, geologists say to be Pleistocene, Eocene, Mesozoic, Jurassic etc., then an ancient history followed by modern past was near to present.

Time \( \Psi \) follows ten laws, law of movement, law of opposition, law of energy, law of universe, law of 05 tense, law of infinite, law of particle, law of uncertainty, law of life time (LP) and lastly, law of quality [1]. Ninth law is law of life time \( L\Psi = \) chrono - biology. Mathematical definition of time line is likewise of infinite points in a series. But, \( L\Psi = \) time from birth to death, in a bio math of growth and reproduction.

\( \therefore \) Life time = \( L\Psi = N-M \), (birth to death) Therefore, it could be represented as: \( L\Psi = \Psi_\eta \rightarrow \Psi_\mu \rightarrow \Psi_x \) (here, \( \Psi_\eta = \) birth time, \( \Psi_\mu = \) mortality time and \( \Psi_x = \) life particle (LP)). There are many types of life particles like human, animals, plants, alien and micro-organism on mars, studied as medical science, zoology, botany, xeno-biology and exobiology respectively [2-4].

Michael Zac (2013) is of the view that life particle is not only philosophical mathematics but it is a real phenomenon of nature. Therefore life particle follow physical and mathematical axiom. He studied dynamic model and formulated life particle and sub particles under mathematical principles and modern physics. He also indicated about artificial life by gene synthesis and robotics [4-5].

2. Set theory of life particle:
There is an inverse relation of universe and time in movement and sequence in their axiom. Therefore, time’s law of particle is equivalent to the axiom of the ‘Sum set or Union’. If \( x \) is a set of sets, then, LP is the union of all its members in a set [6-10]. Suppose, the set \( x \) is here a life particle (LP), given by \( \{ A, B, C \} \). Here \( A, B, C \) are Adenosine tri phosphate (ATP), De oxy ribose /Ribose nucleic acid (DNA) and Nicotine-amide adenosine hydrogen di-phosphate (NADH). These three element members are basic constituent molecules of life particle. All these are consist of five basic elements Carbon(C), Hydrogen(H), Oxygen(O), Nitrogen(N) and Phosphorus(P) of the nature.

Therefore, \( LP = \{ a, d, n \} \) here \( a = \) ATP, \( d = DNA \) and \( n = NADH \).

Here members \( \{ a, d, n \} \) of set LP are all itself a sets.

\( ATP = \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \), \( DNA = \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \) and \( NADH = \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \); \( \rightarrow \)

\( ATP \cup DNA \cup NADH = \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \rightarrow LP \).

Here \( \forall \) Elements \( \in = \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \) are also a set of \( \{ \) electrons, protons, neutrons \( \} \). Therefore, life particle is a set of sets and subsets.

\( \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \subseteq a, \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \subset d, \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \subseteq n, \)

\( \therefore a \subseteq d \subseteq n = LP = a \cup d \cup n = \{ C, H, O, N, P \} \rightarrow LP \).

\( \Rightarrow C \cap a, n, d; f \cap a, n, d; O \cap a, n, d; N \cap a, n, d \wedge P \cap a, n, d \). This denotes the intersection of \( a, d \) and \( n \), i.e., the set whose elements are those common to \( a, d \) and \( n \).

The molecular structure of ATP, \( (a) = C_6H_{10}O_4N_3P_3 \)
The molecular structure of DNA \( (d) = C_3H_{24}O_{16}N_5P_3 \)
The molecular structure of NADH \( (n) = C_2H_{28}O_{17}N_7P_3 \)
There is cardinality, \( N = 5 \), (all and each) \( \forall \in :LP=\{C,H,O,N^p\} \) are common in all three a, d, ^ n : a \cap d \cap n. ^ F(a, d, n) \rightarrow a \cup d \cup n = LP.

In geometric bi-model, this is a paradox such that single model of pentagon is sufficient, represented in figure 2, or pentagon inside triangle, as in figure 3 or triangle inside pentagon such that represented in figure 4. \( \sum \forall \subseteq = LP= \) consist of 5N’ and 3N’. \( X=\{5N’\} \), ^ F (X) \rightarrow \{33N’\} = LP.

3. Life-energy:

ATP is absolute life energy and it follow thermodynamics like physical energy. Here, life energy is referred as Gibb’s energy need for biochemical and biophysical osmotic regulation. This life energy also transforms into 1. Magnetism (magnet therapy) 2. Electricity (nano ampere in bioelectronics) and, 3. Temperature (e.g. optimum 37°C for common bacteria). Some time seen surprisingly, a man producing immense heat from body, or sometime a man has high electric volt in his body, in nature an electric ray and lightning fire fly (Dorilus Photeus) can be observed. Laxicon.com of life particle i.e. yoga and meditation are exercise suggested to increase life energy. But actually, it is produced from food metabolism. Life energy has epsilon relation to the life time and environmental time [11-14].

Forcing axiom:

Forcing axiom of set theory assures that certain existential statements are absolute between the universe and its ideal forcing extensions of all sets and subsets and their element members. This employs to Sir Isaac Newton (1666) law of universal gravitational force is a constant, each particle attracts to other particle. The attraction force (F) between two particles is in proportion of the multiplication of their masses inversely proportion to square of their distance.

\[ F \propto \frac{Mn}{r^2} \Rightarrow F = G \frac{Mm}{r^2} \]

This G= Gravitational constant= \( 6.67 \times 10^{-11} \)dyne/cm² gm².

Although this force is minimum and negligible, therefore if air resistance is same, heavy and light objects fall down to earth by same rate by acceleration due to gravity (g) of the earth.

\[ g = \frac{Gm}{R^2} \]

here, \( m \) = mass of falling object on the earth having radius R. Gravitational constant plays an important role to combine elements each other to make a large molecule and large molecules combine to make life particle in spontaneous generation. Here, mathematical axiom of union employs for construction of life particle.

5. Axiom of Union:

The axiom of union states that for each set \( x \), there is a set \( y \), whose elements are precisely the elements of the elements of \( x \). or, if \( x \) is a set of sets, the union of all its members is a set.

Suppose the set \( x \) is life particle made up of ATP, DNA and NADH or \( LP=\{a, d, n\} \). Suppose further that, \( a \) is a set given as \( =\{C, H, O, N^p\} \) and same \( d \cap n \) is a set given as \( =\{C, H, O, N^p\} \). The axiom says that members \( \{C, H, O, N^p\} \) are each also a set.

The operation ATP  \( \cup \) DNA \( \cup \) NADH is that the empty set \( \emptyset \) is also a member of \( LP \).

Therefore, \( \emptyset \cup \{\emptyset\} = \emptyset, \{\emptyset\} \) is a member of \( x \) and \( \{\emptyset, \{\emptyset\} \} \) is a member of \( x=LP=\{\text{ATP} \cup \text{DNA} \cup \text{NADH} = \{C, H, O, N^p\} \} \) due to mathematical axiom of union.

6. Axiom of the Power Set:

For any set \( x \) the set \( y \) consisting of all the subsets of \( x \) exists. The set of all subsets of \( x \) is called the ‘power set’ of \( x \). Although \( y \) is defined by a property, namely that its members are subsets of \( x \). Axiom of power set \( = X^{\Psi \emptyset} \). Here \( X= \) life particle, \( Y= \) environmental factor and \( \Psi= \) time.

In this way the multiplication of micro-organism and cell number, as unit of life, body increases in embryological growth by mathematical axiom of power set. Pandemic condition of ‘Covid19’ is an example of application of axiom of power set. It is in both directions, such that in programmed cell death of life, it employs in negative direction. Therefore, all cells of life die in a manner of negative power set, such that all life-parameters sudden drop to zero.

7. Life particle in Xeno-biology (Aliens study):

James Emerson Reynolds (1983) First thought about the heat stability of silicon compounds might allow life to exist at very high temperature. Julius Scheiner (1891), Astrophysicist at the University of Potsdam made theory of life based on silicon and guessed that Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus might contain life. John Haldane (1929) viewed that life might be found deep inside a planet based on partly molten silicate type of rock that consists of silicon and oxygen. That environment could be same as a volcanic terrestrial planet’s crust or dark deep ocean bottom and the oxidation of iron might provide energy to aliens [15,16,17].

Axiom 6 of mathematics is axiom of replacement; it states that, replacement = separation and substitution, Carbon is replaced by Silicon in alien. It is different from robotics in physics (man made false life). But, \( \forall \) real life particles, LP, are either made up of Carbon based compounds or Silicon based compound. Since, in common life = organic = carbonic, the chemistry of carbon atom is suitable for a skeleton of organic compounds in the set \( x=LP=\{d, a, n\} \), \( \approx LP=\{C, H, O, N^p\} \). But, in aliens, scientists thought of Carbon (C) is replaced by Silicon (Si) and probability is such that life energy conversion is directly from environmental electromagnetic energy. An assumption for alien to be Silicon (Si) based life is the meteorites mainly
containing silicates, called aerolites. Si is also present in sand, quartz, flint, granite and clay. It is estimated that it is present 25.7% of earth’s crust by weight. But, it is suggested much more in another planet and their satellites. Xeno-biology follows axiom of replacement of C with Si. There are researches on signaling the aliens, but it should be assure that alien should behave friendly and signal from alien be encoded.

Figure 1 represents the Carbon and Silicon atoms. If, in an alien C is replaced by Si, by law of similarity of group, element O should be replaced by any one of {S, Se, Te, Po, Ur.}≈ Probability (P): P => S>Se> Te ≈ Po <Ur.

, ‘, S ≈ Ur, are most probably, by logic of symbol √.

8. Axiom of uncertainty:
Life particle is often referred to as the recirculation or good and bad imp simulation. This property of LP is also applicable for description of life time or chrono-biology. But this theory in mathematics, in a condition, it is accepted, if and only if, it is true for all body forms of LP, not for Homo sapiens only. Life particle is spontaneously constructed and mutated too, by various environmental factors, like temperature, moisture, air, light, radiation and biotic stress. The absence of any one factor can inhibit construction of quality and number of any life particle. In this way, this theory falls under axiom of uncertainty.

9. Triangle and pentagon bi model of life particle:
Christian Berger-Vachon studied a mathematical modeling for biomedicines. There are five member elements commonly construct three basic molecule members of life particle. Their ratio is 5/3≈1.6666 ≈ Fibonacci ratio. Exact Fibonacci ratio = Golden ratio (∅) =1.618033. In the ratio of elements {C, H, O, N^P} in construction of DNA, ATP ^ NADH, there is at least one golden n/a and/or Euler number / constant, present among C skeleton and other elements as shown in table2 [18 ^19].

Figure 1 represents atomic structure of C and Si. In an alien, C is replaced by Si and probability is that also oxygen (O) could be replaced by sulfur or uranium in aliens.

Figure 2 represents simply that LP is made up of 5 elements. Figure 3, figure 4 and figure 5 represent that five elements make three basic components of LP. Similarly, figure 6, figure 7 and figure 8 represent the relation between five elements and three components of LP.

In the pentagon model of life particle, each inner angle (α) of pentagon =72°and inner angle of isosceles triangle has 60°. The ratio between both angles = 1.2; There is no difference with man, animal, plant, alien, or microbe in LP. Therefore LP model is universal truth. An alien could be with √ elements or replacement of one or more elements from the set of 5 elements {C, H, N, O, and P}. Figure 6, and figure 7 represents to epsilon relation among five elements members of sub set DNA (d), ATP (a) ^ NADH (n). But most appropriate model of life particle simulate to figure 8, representing totality of bi model of 3 triangles and a pentagon, where each and every angle and/or arm represents an element. Astral origin theory of life is the star itself a bi-model of life particle. “Panspermia” theory of life origin declares that LP came from astral bodies.

l.e. Panspermian definition: Astral body → Life Particle,

, ‘, LP (k) ≈ Star shape of pentagon made up of 3 triangles, △O N d, △H P a, and △C P n. as in figure 8, it is depicted.
10. Experimentation on origin and growth of life particles:
Sr. Clara (2012) experimented to observe changing 3.5 liters Curd (milk product) per day under microscope. She shown the photographs of lives produced by spontaneous generation as the curd was fermented under supervision after boiled milk 3.5 liters (80%), adding in it, a pure Citrus lima juice. So that, no contamination of life particle could happen from air or from using materials. At first, life of ultra size, then microscopic, then larger bacteria and finally, in 20 days, maggot worm is generated. She presented 40 photographs and proved spontaneous generation of life. The size of the body of life gradually increases in proportion of time and concentration of curd increases day by day to be semisolid up to this time maggot (mud worm), the life of 1.0 cm. to 1.5 cm. was generated. The size, number, and transformation from unicellular bacteria to multi cellular worm≈ time, and reduction of weight of media (curd) were in proportion of time. Here environmental factors e.g. temperature, are important in spontaneous generation of LP [20^21].

11. Paradox in modeling of life particle:
There is not any symbol for happy and/or sorrow in mathematics. But mathematicians can calculate a secretion rate of smiling hormone, endorphin and smiling index. It employs to stimulus and response ratio in mathematics. Most confusion in life particle modeling is regeneration of divided part of body in Protozoa and Hydra. Totipotency, cell theory and microbiology do mega confusions in this modeling of life particle. But yet biologists prove ethics to be real. Such that bacteriophage microbe makes ever uncontaminated to holy Ganga water by eating the bacteria of contamination. A symbiosis get develop inside a life, even in fetus with its birth time. In embryo form of life, it is life inside life and life inside life and if each cell of body is individual life then again big confusion. A life to be union of lives, but one body have only one life particle. This proved a great paradox in the theory of life particle.

The properties of five basic elements of LP are collected in table 1 from Clark’s table and calculation. Their ratio is represented in table2 and their ethical and metaphysical philosophy along with Xeno-biology is tabulated in table3. Chemo-osmosis has osmotic potential energy in ATP synthesis, i.e. basic bio energy. This energy, in term of cosmic wave and its cosmic particle is “life particle.” ‘,’ Electron + Proton + Neutron = Atom ≈ DNA + ATP + NADH = life particle.

Table1. Property of life elements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.</th>
<th>Element/Property</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Atomic N°</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Atomic weight</td>
<td>1.00797</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>14.007</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>30.97</td>
<td>28.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Atomic density @293°K (g/cm³)</td>
<td>0.08987</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Electro negativity</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Atomic radius</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>71/77</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Therefore, matrix of life particle can be written as: :-

Table 3 represents ethical and metaphysical significance of the elements of life particle: LP = \{C, H, O, N, and P\} representing, on the basis of % of presence, and nature (property), respectively to \{soil, water, sky, air, and fire\} = Nature.

12. Matrix of life particle:
Chhalotra G P (1997), studied material indices of bioelectrical parameters of green leaves and calculated cofactor of the matrix of bioelectric energy of green leaves of trees [22]. To apply matrix theory, molecular formula of LP = C_{68}H_{59}O_{54}N_{37}P_{10} = > Σ atoms = 254. The percent present number of atoms of individual elements C, H, O, N ^ P, = 26.77%, 37.4%, 21.25%, 10.62%, > 3.93% respectively. In construction of matrix of LP, here, R_1 = percent of number of atom, R_2 is atomic number, R_3 is atomic mass and R_4 is electro valiancy of elements (from table1). Column C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4 and C_5 are elements C, H, O, N ^ P respectively.

Therefore, matrix of life particle can be written as: :-

To make a square matrix of life particle A_{3x3} with the ratio of DNA, ATP ^ NADH:
Total number of atoms in DNA from its molecular formula = total 131 atoms.
Total number of atoms in ATP from its molecular formula = total 47 atoms.
Total number of atoms in NADH, from its molecular formula = total 71 atoms. 

The ratio of total number of atom between DNA: ATP: NADH = 2.78: 1: 1.5

Molecular mass of DNA, from its molecular formula: 
= (39x12) + (49x1) + (24x16) + (15x14) + (4x30) = 468+49+384+210+120 =1231.

Similarly, the mass of ATP from its molecular formula: 
= (10x12) + (16x1) + (13x16) + (5x14) + (3x30) = 120+16+208+70+90 = 504.

The mass of NADH from its molecular formula: 
= (21x12) + (27x1) + (14x16) + (7x14) + (2x30) =252+27+224+98+60 =661.

Ratio of molecular mass between DNA: ATP: NADH = 2.4: 1: 1.8

\[ \text{LP} = \{d, a, n\} \]

Molecular weight of LP from its molecular formula: 
= (68x12) + (95x1) + (54x16) + (27x14) + (10x30) = 816 + 95 + 864 +378 + 300 =2453

The ratio of mass between LP^DNA = 2453 / 1231 = 2;
The ratio mass between LP^ATP=2453 /504 = 4.8;
The ratio mass between LP^NADH=2453 /661= 3.7;

By above, a square matrix, A’ is written, where, C_1, C_2, and C_3 = DNA, ATP ^ NADH respectively. R_1= ratio of number of atom, R_2= ratio of molecular mass weight, and R_3= Ratio of DNA, ATP ^ NADH each with LP, of molecular mass. Here, R_1 and R_2 are ratio among DNA, ATP ^ NADH, But R_3 is ratio of mass between LP^DNA, LP^ATP, and LP^NADH respectively.

Therefore, matrix, A’ of LP:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
2.78 & 1.8 \\
4.8 & 3.7
\end{bmatrix}
\]

At the position of matrix, a_{11}: Cofactor of number of atom in DNA = 3.7 - 8.64 = - 4.94. Similarly,

\[
a_{31} \text{ Cofactor of the ratio of mass of DNA in LP} = 3.7 - 7.2 = -3.5
\]

\[
a_{32} \text{ Cofactor of number of atom in ATP} = 8.88 - 3.6 = 5.28
\]

\[
a_{33} \text{ Cofactor of the ratio of mass of ATP in LP} = 10.28 - 3 = 7.28
\]

\[
a_{13} \text{ Cofactor of number of atom in NADH} = 11.5 - 2 = 9.2
\]

\[
a_{23} \text{ Cofactor of molecular weight of NADH} = 13.3 - 2 = 11.1
\]

\[
a_{33} \text{ Cofactor of the ratio of mass of NADH in LP} = 2.78 - 2.4 = 0.38
\]

13. Matrix determinant value of LP:

From equation1, Determinant value of matrix A’ of LP:

\[
|A'| = 2.78 x \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1.8 \\
4.8 & 3.7
\end{bmatrix} - 1 x \begin{bmatrix}
2.4 & 1.8 \\
2 & 3.7
\end{bmatrix} + 1.5 x \begin{bmatrix}
2.4 & 1 \\
2 & 4.8
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
|A'| = 2.78 x (3.7- 8.6) -1x(8.88-3.6) +1.5x (11.52-2) \\
= 2.78x(-4.9) - 1x 5.28 + 1.5 x 9.52 \\
= -13.622 - 5.28 + 14.28
\]

\[\text{Determinant value of matrix A” of LP = - 4.622} \]

14. Discussion:
Study of life particle is an essential element of astrobiology along with all biome, for example, alien life, mars microbes (exobiology) and space biology exploration. A distill water changes in to contaminated bacteria full, in a week, but, water of Ganga river does not so, due to presence of bacteriophage. Contamination of common water is equally proportional to the time, temperature and quality of water [29, 30]. Life particle of positive energy are symbiosis e.g. Escherichia coli in human intestine helping protein digestion, while, of negative energy causes serious disease in pathology. For example: Tuberculosis bacteria, Corona virus, Plasmodium protozoa (malaria fever) etc. An artificial life of microbes has been developed by advance gene synthesis centers for commercial application. This is totally different from robotics. It is gene synthesis and development of new micro organism. But it must be sure that it would not to be a pathogen. Nano-biology of life particle employs to the nano-technology in to the life, i.e. implant of computer programmed silicon chips in to body to correct or increase its activity. This is an application of mathematics, superconductor, ceramics and computer. DNA, ATP, and NADH are nano-molecules and essential part of life science. Therefore, life particle research could be considered as nano-biology [12]. Life particle must satisfy the conditions of particle theory and life energy must follow thermodynamics i.e. law of conservation, transformation and enthalpy. In this way, life energy is bioelectronics of production of ATP - bio energy through electron transport system ‘ETS’ [13].

Biodiversity is the variety and variability of species. There is a clear mathematical variable in DNA or RNA follow the genetic biodiversity in respect of count and constitution of DNA. It makes individuality of the life particle to be good or bad. Life time could be considered as ‘chrono-biology’. It is the duration period from birth time to death time. During that, a growth curve is made between body growth and time. If we talk of human life time, it run [13, 14] curve is made between body growth and time. If we talk of human life time, it run

\[ \lim_{x \to 0} f(x) = \Psi_\varepsilon = \text{life time} = \Psi_\eta \to \Psi_\mu = \Psi_\nu \]  

(Here, \( \Psi_\eta \) = birth time, \( \Psi_\nu \) = mortality time and \( \Psi_\nu = LP \)).

Further, mathematical axiom of replacement could be considered for an alien life to be silicon based life instead of carbon based common biodiversity [18].

LifeParticle.com provides live broadcasting and videos on demand of guided meditations and mind full living tips that anyone can use anytime and anywhere. This internet station aims to share the power and possibilities of meditation through its videos, articles, and active community [23 *24]. Life is considered as combination of three elements, body (soma), soul (psyche), and spirit (pneuma). There is an abundance of literature for ethical and yogic exercise to increase life energy, and it is only for human life by holiness, meditation, exercise, and application of hypnotic material like prism, mirror, crystal ball etc. [25-26]. But, it could not be applied for all life particles. Since, mathematics of life particle is universal and it must satisfy scientifically the law of particle and thermodynamics for all, including extreme life living in, very low temperature, very high temperature, in high pressure, in absence of light or in high hazardous radiation [27].

Natural construction in spontaneous generation of life could be a scientific study on life particles [28]. There is mathematical modeling and simulation in various sectors of science [33-36] and following these studies a modeling and simulation of LP could be quite considerable.

A life particle changes its life energy and structure by mutation. The change of DNA in quantity, number and sequence of its constituent adenine, guanine, thymine and cytosine results into speciation = change into new organism such as observed in spontaneous generation in curd [13]. An example of mutant could be observed in development of high lambda variant of covid-19 to be dominant in disease triangle (pathogen, host, and environment).

If, life particle = LP, then, the size, shape, volume, weight, cofactor \( ^\wedge \) matrix – determinant value (delta) could be studied. Yet, it’s just cosmic particle, bion, with ultra weight of cosmic of life energy, like light is just a radiation, it has no volume i.e. \( V \neq \psi_0 \).

Life energy = bioelectricity + bio temperature + ATP + G (6.67 dyne / cm²/gm³) + bio- mechanical energy + osmotic (Gibbs) energy.

15. Conclusion:

Universe is itself universal set of infinite cardinality. Where, each member element is itself a set. \( \Rightarrow X = \{ U \} : S = \{ s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots s_n, s_n+1, \emptyset \} \). Life particle is one of these members. Model of life particle satisfies the set theory such that a life particle is set of sets. Each member element too is a set of sets. It is similar to the cup inside cup and cupsules in inner cup. Universal gravity ‘G’ constant attracts (with 6.66x10⁻⁸dyne/cm²/gm² force) to the elements C, H, O, N⁺P to make three compounds, which are member elements of life, DNA, ATP, NADH and these molecules make life particles by attraction of G.

In a LP, five basic elements make 3 basic molecule of life with a ratio of 1.66 near to mathematical Golden ratio. A great paradox that trident be inside pentagon or vice versa. Each basic element members C, H, O, N, \( ^\wedge \)P are also a set of their electrons, protons, and neutrons. Modern physics deals with neutrons are also a set of members like meson, lepton, and hadrons, quark and Higgs boson. The shape of LP is star shape (actino-morphic), it is a pentagon of cosmic radiation. \( V \) Angles of pentagon = one of \( \{ C, H, O, N, ^\wedge P \} \), \( \forall 5 \) angles make a star, made up three triangles of DNA, ATP and NADH. In this way, a bimodal of life particle a pentagon by three triangles, as it is represented in figure8 is considered.

Matrix calculation of life particle by making a square matrix \( A_{3x3} \), determinant value of matrix \( A' \) of LP = - 4.622.
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